WSC-2021 Preparation & Informal discussion at Ambey Valley, Mumbai

An informal discussion on preparation of WSC-2021 was organized on 11th November 2019 at Ambey Valley, Mumbai by Kushal CREDAI. Experts for WSC 2021, NSDC, CSDCI & WSC TPs participated in the discussion. CSDCI was represented by CEO, CSDCI Col Anand Kumar Singh.

Discussion of Skilling with TAMIL NADU SKILL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (TNSDC)

CEO, CSDCI, CEO, IPSC, & CEO, PCSC met Tamil Nadu Skill Development Mission Director Mr. Vishnu Venugopalan, IAS, and discussed various issues on skill development in Tamil Nadu. They also discussed on establishment of Center of Excellence (COE) in Tamil Nadu. Tamil Nadu government expressed desire to provide land and a portion to grant for the same to a consortium of SSCs/Industry.
CSDCI attended a southern region regional workshop under PMAY-G on 11th to 12th November 2019 at Munnar, Kerala. Shri. Padmakumar N IAS, Commissioner for Rural Development, Kerala welcomed the audience. Mr. Prasant Kumar, Additional Secretary, Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD) reviewed progress and discussed various issues regarding PMAY-G best practices.

CSDCI conducted an orientation program for RPL Type - 4 "Best In Class Employer" for CREDAI at West Bengal. Total 11 candidates participated in the workshop.
RPL Type 4 orientation program

CSDCI conducted an assessor orientation for RPL Type 4 "Best in Class Employer" for L&T at their Radcot cement project, Vijayawada on 14th November 2019. Total 11 assessors participated in the orientation program.

QP Revision workshop by Standard team

CSDCI conducted an interactive workshop with L&T experts for revision of QPs under fabrication and rigging occupation on 14th November 2019 at L&T convention centre, Dwarika.
Assessments conducted this week

**MMYSY:** Assistant Electrician assessment being conducted by Sankalp Vikas Samiti on 15th November 2019 at Madhya Pradesh.

**PMKVY STT:** Assistant Electrician assessment being conducted by Star Project Services Pvt. Ltd. on 11th November 2019 at West Bengal.
ToT - Assistant Electrician Level 3 at SAET Guwahati on 15th November 2019. Total 18 candidates were present.

PMKVY-2.0-RPL- Assessment being conducted for the Construction Painter & Decorator job role by Amrit Skills Development Pvt Ltd on 13th November 2019 at Bihar.